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Вычислена структурная функция нуклона P
2
N В ядрах дейтона,

углерода и железа в виде функции от От в двух подходах: I) с

учетом разбухания нуклонов в ядрах, связанном с частичным де-

конфайнментом кварков в ядерной среде; 2) в традиционном под-

ходе ядерной физики, учитывающем сход с массовой поверхности

связанного нуклона и фермиевское движение нуклонов. Показано,

что в области малых X традиационный подход ядерной функции не

объясняет ЕМС-эффекта.
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The structure function F2w °^ nucleons in the deuterium,
p

carbon and iron nuclei is calculated as a function of Q in

two approaches: i) taking into account the nucleon swelling in

nuclei due to the partial deconfinement of quarks in nuclear

medium; ii) in the conventional approach of nuclear physics,

taking into account the getting off the mass shell of the bound

nucleon and Fermi motion of nucleons. It is shown that the

conventional approach of nuclear physics does not explain the

EMC effect in the region of small x.
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1. Introduction

The problem of bound nucleon structure function behaviour

has appeared in connection of the EMC effect aiscovery[1J.

One of explanations assigns the SMC effect to the nuclear

bound nucleon quark partial deconfinement [2]. Then, in the

following works in this field [3»4l, quark distributions were

used which did not contain the confinement size in an explicit

form, which forced to take the swelling of nucleon3 in nuclei

indirectly into account in terms of other parameters. Therefore

it is natural to describe deconfinement by means of a model,

containing an explicit dependence on the confinement radius.

In a recent work [5] it was shown, that the EMC effect may

be well explained, using the picture of a nucleon consisting

of three relativistic constituent quarks undergoing, from

some Q , QCD evolution 16]. In such an approach, the confine-

ment radius enters in explicit form in terms of initial dis-

tribution of constituent quarks.

Attempts were also made to explain the EMC effect in con-

text of conventional nuclear physics, taking into account the

getting off the mass shell of the bound nucleon and Fermi mo-

tion of nucleons in a nucleus [7-111. The question, whether

it is possible to explain the BMC effect here or considera-

tions of exchanges between the nuclear nucleons due to colour



conatituenta are in request, is very actual and intensively

discussed.

Today's situation allows to quantitatively analize both

approaches. It should be emphasized that the use of the pic-

ture of relativistic constituent quarks undergone a QCD evolu-

tion [5], gives the possibility to investigate the effect of

nucleon swelling by means of the phenomenological fit of theo-

retical expressions for the structure function F« to the ex-

perimental data on EMC effect in the whole region of x . On

the other hand, the model in question allows to trace also the

possibilities of the nuclear physics conventional approach.

The influence of the getting off the mass shell of bound nuc-

leon and of Fermi motion of nucleons in a nucleus [7-1Oj in

context of relativistic constituent quarks undergone QCD evo-

lution [51, were studied. The carried out comprehensive quan-

titative analysis of both approaches has shown, that in the

region of small x , a conventional account of the getting off

the mass shell and Fermi motion is insufficient, this conclu-

sion being insensitive to different kinds of modeling of Ferm.

motion.

In section 2 the nucleon structure function in the picture

of relativistic constituent quarks undergone QCD evolution,

is discussed. The whole region of x is considered, in con-

trast to ref.[5], where the values of x ̂ 0.25 were considered.

The stated framework allows to investigate the behaviour of

the structure function of both, free and bound - "swollen"

nucleon.

In section 3 the getting off the mass shell and Fermi motion



of nuclear nucleons are conventionally taken into account, and

an attempt is made to establish a connection between the get-

ting off the mass shell and swelling of the nucleon (without

QCD evolution). It is shown that the getting off the mass shell

leads not only to effective swelling of nuclear nucleons, but

also to a shift of the x distribution centre of the bound

nucleon structure function. This effect did not appear in pre-

vious approaches and seems inherent to all quark models of

quasinuelear type. Also note, that the Fermi motion is taken

into account by means of both Woods-Saxon distribution and

the Fermi-gas model.

In section 4 the results of calculations implemented in two

versions are discussed:

a) experimental data for the nucleon structure function Р«и

are fitted to the model of relativistic constituent quarks,

undergone QCD evolution. The effective values of the swollen

nucleon radius turned out to be equal to

RJJ ' = 1.25 RJT in the carbon nucleus,

R
N =

 1
.

1
5 RJI in the iron nucleus

(R
N
 is the radius of the free nucleon)

b) the experimental data for F̂ jp and Fgjj were fitted to

the model of relativistic constituent quarks, undergone QCD

evolution and forming quasiparticles with a mass of т„»0.95 пи

is the free nucleon mass), and obeying the Woods-Saxon

distribution (with their own parameters for the carbon and

iron). It appeared that in the region of large x (̂ . 0.35),

the account of the getting off the mass shell and the Fermi

motion describe the data so well as nucleon swelling does.
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However, in the region of small x tne calculation accounting

of the getting off the mass shell and Fermi motion, agrees

with the data not so well as in case of direct accounting of

nucleon swelling (without Fermi motion). The situation is not

changed in principle neither for the value т„ = 0.96 т„ , nor

the way the getting off the mass shell and the Permi motion

in the Fermi-gas model were taken into account, according to

Bodek-Ritchie approach. As explained in section 3, the shift

of the x-distribution centre under getting off the mass shell,

essentially compensates for the effect of the nucleon radius

increasing, and the Fermi motion contribution is insignificant

at small x . This explains the worse agreement with data at

small x of the effect of getting off the mass shell, as com-

pared with the phenomenological accounting of nucleon swelling.

If assumed, that the getting off the mass shell and the

Fermi motion accounting are necessary prerequisites of a con-

sistent description of the EMC effect, the discrepancy with the

data at small x may indicate on the necessity of explicit ac-

counting of the colour constituent exchange mechanism, quark-

-antiquark sea contribution modification, dibaryon production,

and so on. In any case, the use of the relativistic constitu-

ent quark model with an explicit dependence on the confinement

о

radius and accounting of the QCD evolution over Q , give a

possibility for a consistent qualitative accounting of the

above mentioned phenomena.



2. Structure Function of Swollen Nucleon in the

Picture of Relativistic Constituent Quarks,

Undergone QCD Evolution.

This section is written in the spirit of refs.[5, 12—15j«

We shall assume that in a sufficiently wide region of rela-

2 —2

tively small transfer momenta Q /^»R
N
 (I?.,, is the nucleon ra-

dius) the nucleon may be imagined as composed of three rela-

tivistic constituent quarks (valons), the distribution of

which is given in the form slightly modified as compared

to ref.[
1
2j

xq(x)=

, b<O.i

where the first term (*̂ N̂ ) is taken 'го.т, i.he relativistic

generalization of the oscillator model in the infinite momea

tum frame [13], and the second one (~N
O
) is introduced for

reasons of dual topolsgioal unitarization and ensures the cori-

servation of momenta iict of the number о Г the valence quarks:

( 2 )

"о '*
One obtains from these conditions, that V. izgt Ф.43, i';,** 0.5 .> .

А.ь one should expect
c
 N ^ S g . Then, in the region under consi-

derat^an 0.05 £ x £ 0.65, the beat $ 1з obtained when
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b-»0. The boundary conditions for the sea are taken, accord-

ing to [121, in the form

It is then supposed, that the valon distribution undergoes

QCD evolution, in result of which the initial distribution

(1), (3) transfers into the current quarks and gluons distri-

bution, according to the conception of ref.[H]« The Altarelli

-Parisi equations [6,12] are of the form:

(4)

Let us define the variable . ,

where f\ is a fitting parameter. It is derived from experimen-

tal data

Х = 0.16 if Q
2
 = 4 GeV

The numerical value of К is — «w 0.7 . If we equated

£)» we should have obtained zSlts&JissQ.l , and

it would be possible to determine Q e • However, one must be
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2

careful here, since in that case & (Q^)—1, and the contri-

bution pf higher approximations might become significant. As

it is emphasized in ref [121, their sum will be equal to

К
 =
 jV^sCQrV» and this may justify the choice of boundary

conditions (1), (3).

Making Mellin transformations over quark and gluon distri-

butions

о

we obtain from eq.(4) the following equations:

( 5 b )

( 5 C )

the solat.i: ..-г of v.hich are of the form f12]



The explicit form of quantities in (6a) - (6c) is listed in

ref.[12]. Now, if we use the boundary condition (3) in eqs.

(6a) - (6c) and make the inverse Mellin transformation, we

shall obtain the distribution expressions as:

a ) ^ . ^ (тс

where by def ini t ion C-&io°

Ь p, Ъ-LOO

To obtain the p.(x,fc) values, we can use the simple

technique of ref.[i5]. The point is, that if p . (x ,Ь) is

assumed to be equal to zero in the region of -1 4- x ^ 0, then

it is possible to equate the initial expression of momenta

"О
with the transformation

\ О

) is the Legendre polynomial.

it id obvious that «ЧнуЧ^ /
 а г е t n e

 linear combinations
10



IS*

of K-C
0
-»^

 a n d t h e n
»
 i f v e

 determine xF^(x,t) from the

eq.(10), we obtain

Thus, knowing the momenta K^.O^*^/ •
 i-t l e

 possible to

construct K-(1.,t)
 (

 and by means of them to determine, ac-

cording to eq.(11), the quantities xF-,(x
t
t) • **

 l e
 ahown

in ref[15], that this procedure has a high aocuracy up to 12

terms of the series, since the contribution of higher momenta

is negligibly small. The use of Legendre polynomials to obtain

the inverse Mellin transformation, has remarkable simplicity

as compared with usual methods*

The resulting structure function values appear to depend

on the confinement radius. Their fitting to the BMC data allow-

ed to determine the nucleon swelling in the carbon nucleus by

about 12.55b, and in the iron nucleus - by about

3* Getting Off the Mass Shell and Accounting of

Fermi Motion of Nucleons in a Nucleus.

The bound nucleon structure function is given at large
о

Q by the expression

(12)

where ma integration over the intranuclear nucleon momentum

p la a*de. The other variables are defined in the following

11



•nanner

« " (12a)

p is determined from the energy conservation law in the

vertex, where the nucleus transfers into a bound nucleon and

a nuclear residue:

<po> «
where £. is the so-called separation energy, which can be

experimentally measured (see, for example, ["10]). £p(Pjis the

nucleon wave function in the impulse approximation, normalized

to unity. The structure function of the bound nucleon is taken

equal to the free nucleon structure function at the same valu-

es of arguments. The accuracy of this approximation is evalu-

ated in ref.[8] and is of order Л%. We should remind that

the momenta distribution was taken in ref[8] as Fermi-gas

distribution at 0 < | p | ^ P_ with a relativistic "tail" at

? <j p| <C 4 GeV/c. The account of the "tail" has actually no

quantitative effect. Then, the Fermi-gas distribution is crude

for medium, and especially, light nuclei. The authors of ref.

[8] beleive, that the appearance of a relativistic tail is

due to nucleon-nucleon correlations in nuclear matter. However,

the account of such correlations contradicts with their initial

12



approximation, that the nuclear structure function is repre-

sented in terras of separate nucleon structure functions.

Therefore, in calculations we used along with the Fermi-gas

distribution also the more realistic Woods-Saxon distribution

which in the coordinate representation is of the form

rAric
where R, is the half density radius identified with the

nuclear radius; CL. is a parameter connected with the thicic-

Л

ness of the surface layer.

Some inconsistency, connected with the fact that in the

right hand side of eq.(12) the real particle structure func-

tion is taken, and accurate accounting of kinematics in the

vertex of nucleus transition to nucleon and nucleus residue

leads to getting off the mass shell, can be removed by intro-

ducing quasiparticles with effective mass т,
г
 , as it is made

in ref.[7j and in a number of works following it. The quali-

tative introduction of quasiparticles simplifies the situation

and quantitatively everything is reduced to redifinition of

some parameters:

It is relevant to note here that in ref.f7] the effect is

somewhat underestimated, which is due to the fact that for

accounting of Fermi motion the results of ref.[8] were v.aed,

which partially take the getting off the mass shell i.it v a^co-

13



lint. It should be emphasized that in this case too, the quark

distribution over x and Q , which are necessary to obtain

the quaeiparticle structure functions, are obtained as solu-

tions of Altarelli-Parisi equations, the relativistic oscila-

tor model, given by formulae (1), (3), being used as initial

condition at Q
2
 = Q^ .

The problem of possibility to express the transition to

quasiparticle effective mass in terms of the bound nucleon

swelling, is of interest. Already in the simplest approxima-

tion, when the three-dimensional momentum of the nucleon is

taken equal to zero and, thus, only the getting off the mass

shell is taken into account, the contribution to the relati-

vistic oscillator potential structure function under the sub-

stitution of x**!3<x takes the form

?4
exp
H

R
Xc**-^ =

Thus, if one introduces the swollen nucleon radius K«.
s

one will obtain

Therefore, the mere accounting of the getting off the mass

shell leads not only to the nucleon effective swelling, but

also to a shift of the relativistic constituent quark distri-

bution centre. If the nucleon swelling, which increases the

distribution maximum and slightly narrows the distribution,

leadя under the subsequent QCD evolution to the x-speetrum

H



softening (i.e. to the small z contribution increase), then

the shift of the distribution centre towards the lowering

from 1/3 leads finally, after QCD evolution, to weakening of

the spectrum in the region of small x . Thus, the swelling of

nucleons and the distribution centre shift in the region of

small x act in opposite directions.

The account of Fermi motion at small x is insignificant.

However, its contribution becomes more and more significant

with increasing x , and this circumstance allows to achieve

an agreement with experiment in the region of x ̂  0.35 .

4. Discussion of Results and Conclusions

p
In figs. 1-3 the experimental data as functions of Q for

the structure function Р„ of the nucleon in the nuclei of deu-

terium fi6], carbon fi7j and iron fiej, and the results of

the above discussed theoretical model calculations are presen-

ted. The solid line for carbon and iron in figs. 2 and 3, show

the results of calculation in the model of phenomenological

accounting of swelling in the context of relativistic consti-

tuent quarks, undergone QCD evolution in the whole region of

x (the Fermi motion of swollen nucleons was not taken into

account). Note, that in ref.[5] the calculations only in the

region 0.25^x<0.65 and only for the iron were presented. The

dashed lines in figs.2 and 3 are the theoretical curves cal-

culated without the phenomenological account of the nucleon

swelling, but accounting of the getting off the mass shell and

of Fermi motion of quasiparticles. As noted in the previous

15



section, the getting off the mass shell leads to an effective

swelling of the nucleon and to the shift of the constituent

quark distribution centre, which to some extent compensates

'in the region of small x) for the effect of swelling.

In fig.1 the results of calculation for deuterium are

presented. The nucleon radius was taken equal to Н« = 0.48i.

Д = 0.12 . The best Д per point appeared to be equal to

2,5 (statistical errors were only taken into account).

In fig.2 the results of calculation for the structure fun-

ction P
2
 °* "*-

ne
 nucleon in carbon nucleus are presented in

two cases: a) with an account of nucleon swelling in the nuc-

leus equal to R
N
 = 1.125K

N
 and without any account of

Fermi motion of nucleons (solid line), and b) without account

of nucleon swelling in the nucleus, but with an account of the

getting off the mass shell, equal to m ^ = 0.95 n»
N
(this value

of т„ corresponds, according to eq.O3), to the value of

separation energy obtained in ref.flO] and coinciding with

experiment in the case with carbon) and of nucleon Fermi motion

with Woods-Захоп distribution (R = 2.2f , a
n
 = O.49f , the

dashed line), AS it is seen from the figure, the agreement

with experiment in both cases is good. Д per point is ob-

tained equal to 0.56 for the case a), and 0.35 for the case b).

It should be borne in mind that the experimental data for

carbon fi6] are only for x large enough ( x > 0.35).

In fig.3 the results of calculation for the structure func-

tion Pp of a nucleon in an iron nucleus are presented. In case

of nucleon swelling and without Fermi motion (solid line), "the

best fitted value of the constituent radius for effective

16



nucleou in the iron nucleus appeared to be R»
4
 ' = 0.55 f,

which is a 15?S increase of the radius as compared with free

nueleon: R
N

4
 ' = 1.15 R»» Note, that when fitting, the nor-

malization momentum Л was retained on the same value of

0.12 GeV, as in the case with deuteron and carbon. «Д per

point appeared to be equal to 3.31 . The dashed line gives the

calculation of the structure function for the case of iron

without swelling, but with the getting off the mass shell

(m
N
 в 0.95 m

N
) and with Fermi motion (R

F e
 = 4.1 f, ap

g
 = O.55f).

In this casu Jf per point appeared to be equal to 5.85 .

Greater values of X in fitting for the case with iron, are

connected with a higher accuracy of experimental data of the

EMC group. Let us note, at the same time, that in these data,

as the authors of ref.fi8] pointed out, there is a 5% uncer-

tainty in the absolute normalization of the data. Talcing this

circumstance into account, it is possible to reduce the value

of X per point, for example, in case of swelling and with-

out Fermi motion down to 2.5 . Let us note the following.

To describe the ratio of the proton and neutron structure

functions in the relativistic oscillator quark model (*1 зЗ» а

mixing between different SU(6) multiplets was introduced. In

all calculations performed, the account of mixing made no

difference, which might be shown graphically.

We wish also to draw attention on the significant role

of the QCD evolution in all the calculations performed. For

small x it leads to an about 10% increase of structure func-

2
tions with increasing Q . At medium values of x its effect

is practically absent. When passing to larger x, the QCD

17



evolution leads to a noticeable decrease of the structure fun-

ction with increasing Q , this reaching already «̂  30% for

z - 0.65 .

Other calculations were also made. In particular, the

getting off the mass shell was taken to be m^ • 0.96 a- .

This calculation is shown ̂ .n fig.3 for 1 « 0.65 by a dash-

dotted line. For x • 0.45 and x » 0.55 this calculation

coincided with the solid line. For all the other values of x,

the calculation with m^ « 0.96 m^ coincided with the dashed

curve. Thus, a one-hundredth change in the effective mass did

not change the results at 0.05< x ^ 0.35 and increased thorn

at x « 0.45, 0.55 and 0.65 > Calculations with account of

Fermi motion and conservation laws (according to (12a) ) [8J

were also made. The results for small x were even slightly

lower than the dashed line. Then they began to increase with x

and for x - 0.65 coincided with the dash-dotted line. These

calculations show that the getting off the aass shell in dif-

ferent variants and Fermi motion, cannot explain the discre-

pancy with the experiment and with phenomenological accounting

of swelling in the region of small x . Evidently, an explicit

account of colour constituent exchange mechanisms, quark-anti-

juark sea modifications, dibaryon presence, and so on, is

necessary.

In conclusion one can say that the getting off the mass

shell and Fermi motion of nucleons in context of conventional

nuclear physics- cannot explain the BMC effeet in the region of

small x , even though bearing in mind that the last experi-

mental data fi8] slightly reduced its value. Thus, the QCD

18



interpretation of the EMU effect is a matter of discussion.

The authors агя thankful to prof. A.Ts. Amatuni for sup-

port and prof. 3.G. Matinyan for interest.
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Fig.1 The structure function Pgw °^ *
n e
 nucleon in the deute-

o
ron nucleus versus Q at different values of x. The solid

lines show the calciilation in the model of relativistic

constituent quarks, undergone QCD evolution.
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O.Ol

Fig. 2 The struotiire junction Pp
N
 of the nucleon in the carbon

nucleus versus Q at different values of x (^ 0.35).

Experimental data are taken from ref.1173. The solid

lines show the calculation in the model of relativistic

constituent quarks, undergone QCD evolution, with the

swollen nuc.Um radius R
N

1.125Rjj. The dashed lines

show the calculation in the same model without nucleon

swelling, but with the getting off the mass shell m^ я

= 0.95 га>, and with Fermi motion of nucleons (Woods-Saxon

model, R
Q
 = 2.2 f, a

Q
 = 0.49 £)• At x = 0.69 the dashed

line coincides with the solid one.
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Fig.3 The structure function п-ucleon i
n
 the iron

nucleus versus Q at different values of x . The solid

lines show the calculation in the model of. relativistic

constituent quarks, undergone QCD evolution, with the

swollen nucleon radius 1.15 Rw. The dashed lines

show the calculation in the same model without nucleon

swelling, but with the getting off the mass shell т„ •

= 0.95 nijj and with Fermi motion of nucleons (Woods-Saxon

model, R
F e
= 4.1 f,

at x в 0.65 corresponds to m^ = 0.96 n^. At x = 0.45 and

x = 0.55 the dash-dotted line coincides with the solid

line. At x a 0.05; 0.08; 0.125} 0.175; 0.25 and 0.35 the

dash-dotted line coincides with the dashed one. Experi-

mental data are taken from ref. fi8].

= 0.55 f). The dash-dotted line
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